ECTS JOC Meeting Technical Guide
The Erie County Technical School Joint Operating Committee (JOC) Agenda is best viewed using Google
Chrome, with Chrome being the default PDF viewer.
For more on setting the default Chrome PDF Viewer visit Google Support:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/6213030

The JOC Meeting Agenda link is automatically published once the document is available, typically 1
week prior to the scheduled JOC meeting.

This link remains active until the last day of the respective JOC meeting month at which time it is
automatically removed from the JOC webpage. It remains indefinitely accessible in the JOC Meeting
Archives.

There are several navigational tools in the Chrome Browser PDF Viewer we use to read the Board
Agenda efficiently. First we Zoom so we have the entire page width in view for easier reading.

Then we Click on the Bookmarks Menu to see the Table of Contents for the Agenda.

When you click on any of the Section Headers, that have child objects beneath their >, these section
headers are links back to the agenda page. Otherwise the links in the Bookmarks take you directly to
that document in the Agenda.

Should you want to Print the Agenda, or parts of the Agenda, use the “pages” interface to only print the
pages you need, rather than the entirety.

Change Pages from All to Custom and use (1,2,5,6 or 1-4) to select multiple pages, or consecutive pages.

JOC Archives
The JOC Archives has been developed to ease access to the JOC Agenda, Minutes, and Foundation
historical documents. Prior to our transition to Bookmarks, the PDF documents had links to other PDF
documents. Unfortunately, as technology evolved, those links often did not work for some individuals

due to computer settings, browser issues, and mobile device limitations. The JOC Archives overcomes
the issue with links in the PDF’s and allows you full visibility into the actual document repository of all
the related documents.
Simply select the School Year, the Month, and then open the file with Agenda in the name

You can switch from Grid View to List View if it’s easier to see all the document names as you are
looking.

